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Among Keynesian economists there is a resilient opinion on how the current large budget deficits
shouldn?t be thought of as a serious problem to the economy, since they are ultimately a result of a
depressed economy. Here's Paul Krugman:
?It?s true that right now we have a large federal budget deficit. But that deficit is mainly the result of
a depressed economy ? and you?re actually supposed to run deficits in a depressed economy to
help support overall demand. The deficit will come down as the economy recovers: Revenue will
rise while some categories of spending, such as unemployment benefits, will fall.?
Disregard for a moment the key issue regarding this type of opinion - which is that in a depression a
government is supposed to run large deficits in order to jump-start a recovery. Let's for now focus only on
the argument that a deficit is a result of a depressed economy. What Krugman and the like have in mind
when they make this claim is the following; because of the crisis and the credit crunch many businesses
fail and consequentially unemployment rises. This creates pressures on the budget deficit, since revenues
fall as many businesses are bankrupt and are not paying taxes (on both profits and employee taxes), and
on the other hand many new unemployed put pressure on the expenditure side, as the government has to
pay out more unemployment benefits.
This is all true. All the combined effects of the credit crunch will almost always result in an increased
budget deficit. But they will never be so big to make the deficit rise above 10% of GDP as it did in the UK,
Ireland or Spain (to mention only a few). Something else was at hand here.
This 'something else' was large government bailouts of fallen banks.
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